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On November 16, 2017, Rapid7, Inc. (NASDAQ: RPD), a leading provider of analytics solutions for

security and IT operations, announced plans to relocate its global headquarters from 100 Summer

Street to The Hub on Causeway in Boston. Rapid7 plans to also relocate its Cambridge team,

currently residing at 1 Main Street, to the new Boston headquarters to drive improved alignment

across the organization and increase operational efficiencies. The move is expected to take place in

the second half of 2019.

Rapid7 was one of the first technology companies to make Boston's Financial District its home, and

now intends to be a pioneer in Uptown at The Hub, as the anchor tenant and one of the area's first

technology firm headquarters. The new headquarters are meant to strengthen Rapid7's presence in

Boston, add capacity for additional growth, and create a showcase for innovation.

WilmerHale's Paul Jakubowksi and Amit Tantri provided legal representation to Rapid7 throughout

this transaction.

Rapid7's press release regarding this news can be found at www.rapid7.com.
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